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Introduction
These chicks would have looked great in a "Moe from the three stooges" haircut. That being said there is
something special about watching those pigtails bounce in rhythm with their plump big tits!

Adult Review
From the same great team that brought you "Pigtails Round Asses" comes Pigtails Big Tits! This site was launched in direct
response to member requests for more content featuring girls with more than a handful of sweater meat.
  
  While we are greatly impressed by the quality content of this new site, we are even more impressed by the fact that this
production studio took the time to provide an entire new site based on the feedback it had been getting from its members.
Nothing matters more than feedback from the viewers and the guys at All Exclusive Pass have proved they understand that.
  
  In one exclusive scene after another hot young starlets with full mouthwatering racks parade out in front of the camera with
her hair neatly pulled to the sides ready for quality action.
  
  Along with the well produced videos and a stunning collection of pics, the site offers a ton of bonus content. Extra video
feeds, bonus non-exclusive scenes, even some live chat and dating feeds are thrown in for free.
  
  On its own this site might not get as high a review score because it is so focused on one narrow niche of lust. However,
when you consider this is just one of the sites included in your All Exclusive Pass membership for a single fee, this site
clearly becomes some huge bang for your smut buck.
  
  Take a look at the right side of this review and look over all the other sites included in your membership... then try not to
hurt your bulge as you tug your wallet out of your pocket to sign up!

Porn Summary
Born from the imagination of their members, Pigtails Big Tits is a great addition to the already fantastic collection of sites
offered by the All Exclusive Pass network.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Their members spoke and the guys at All Exclusive Pass have listened!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 84
Support: 93 Unique: 88    Taste: 85        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Pigtails Round Asses (86) ,Ass Like That (85) ,WillSheGag (85) ,StinkFillers (85) ,Naughty Best Friends (85) ,My Favorite
CreamPies (84) ,Gag Sluts (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, PornStars, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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